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Until next time, good reading!
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Abbreviations used in this catalogue:
PBK = ‘A’ & ‘B’ format (standard size) paperback
TP = ‘B+’ & ‘C’ format (oversize) paperback
HC = Hardcover or cloth binding

FRIENDS LIKE THESE

THE WIFE

ALDERSON, Sarah
We all know someone like Becca. She has the job everyone
wants, a designer wardrobe, a hotshot lawyer boyfriend,
holidays to exotic locations. And she flaunts her perfect life all
over social media. It drove her colleague Lizzie mad, but she
couldn’t stop looking. They were never really friends – and,
yet, Lizzie knew everything about her. Or did she? When
chance, and a terrible mistake, pulls Lizzie back into Becca’s
orbit, years after they lost touch, she’ll realise that you can’t
always believe what you see online… and that finding out the
truth might be the worst thing you can do.

BURKE, Alafair
When Angela meets Jason Powell, a brilliant university
professor, she assumes their romance to be a fling. But when
they marry the following summer and move to Manhattan,
Angela feels she’s been given the chance to escape her past.
Six years later, however, Jason, by now a celebrated liberal
figurehead, faces serious allegations made by one of his young
college interns, and Angela’s seemingly perfect life is under
threat… The Wife is the standalone follow-up to the brilliant,
Edgar nominated The Ex (PBK, $19.99).

Thriller

TP

BAKESHOP MYSTERIES 09: LIVE AND LET PIE
ALEXANDER, Ellie
Mystery

PBK

$21.95

FOR THE MISSING
BENGTSDOTTER, Lina
Nora’s daughter Annabelle has disappeared, last seen on her
way home from a party. Gullspang’s inexperienced police are
wilting under the national media spotlight – and its residents
are desperate for answers. Stockholm DI Charlie Lager must
return home to find Annabelle, and then get out of town, as
soon as she can. Before everyone discovers the truth about
her… Winner of the 2017 Crimetime Award for best debut
novel in Sweden.
Mystery

TP

$32.99

MUNCH & KRÜGER:
THE BOY IN THE HEADLIGHTS
BJORK, Samuel
The third in this terrific noir series, following I’m Travelling
Alone (PBK, $22.99) and The Owl Always Hunts at Night
(PBK, $19.99).
Noir

TP

$32.99

BOX, C J
PBK

MY SISTER, THE SERIAL KILLER
BRAITHWAITE, Oyinkan
When Korede’s dinner is interrupted one night by a distress
call from her sister, Ayoola, she knows what’s expected of her:
bleach, rubber gloves, nerves of steel, and a strong stomach.
This’ll be the third boyfriend Ayoola’s dispatched in, quote,
self-defence… and the third mess that her lethal little sibling
has left Korede to clear away. She should probably go to the
police for the good of the menfolk of Nigeria, but she loves her
sister and, as they say, family always comes first. Until, that is,
Ayoola starts dating the fit doctor, where Korede works as a
nurse. Korede’s long been in love with him, and isn’t prepared
to see him wind up with a knife in his back: but to save one
would mean sacrificing the other… Ron loved this blacklycomic serial killer novel. Recommended!
Suspense

TP

$27.99

DETECTIVE CLUB:
THE DEDUCTIONS OF COLONEL GORE

HC

$22.99

BRYNDZA, Robert
TP

$24.99

Mystery/suspense

TP

$32.99

THE LONG SHADOW
FREMLIN, Celia
Jolted from sleep by the ringing of the telephone, Imogen
fumbles through the dark, empty house to answer it. At first,
she can’t quite understand the man on the other end of the
line. Surely, he can’t honestly be accusing her of killing her
husband. Ivor died in a car crash two months ago – she may
not be adjusting to widowhood very well, but Imogen certainly
didn’t murder him. As the nights draw in, Imogen finds her
home filling up with unexpected Christmas guests – but they
may be looking for more than just holiday cheer. Has someone
been rifling through Ivor’s papers? Who left the half-drunk
whiskey bottle beside his favourite chair? And why won’t
that man stop phoning Imogen, insisting he can prove her
guilt? A reissue of a 1975 novel by a contemporary of Patricia
Highsmith. Also available now, a reissue of Fremlin’s 1958
mystery: The Hours Before Dawn.
Classic mystery

PBK

$19.99 each

$19.99

THE WHISPERER
SHE WAS THE QUIET ONE

FOSSUM, Karin

CAMPBELL, Michele
For twin sisters Rose and Bel, enrolling at the prestigious new
boarding school should have been a fresh start. But with its
sinister rituals and traditions, Odell soon brings out a deadly
rivalry between the sisters. For Sarah and husband Heath, the
chance to teach at Odell seems like the best thing that ever
happened to their small family – a chance to rise through the
ranks and put the past behind them. Until one dark night ends
in murder. But who’s guilty and who’s telling the truth? And
who’s been in on it, all along…?

Inspector Sejer

Thriller

Thriller

TP

$29.99

TP

$29.99

DOHERTY, Paul
May, 1471. The Wars of the Roses are reaching their bitter
and bloody climax. Edward of York has claimed the English
throne, and his supporters are extracting a savage revenge
on all who supported the Lancastrian cause. Surrounded
by enemies wherever she turns, the position of Margaret
Beaufort, Countess of Richmond and mother to Henry
Tudor, the last remaining hope of the House of Lancaster,
is precarious to say the least. Determined to protect her son
whatever it takes, Margaret must rely on her sharp-witted
clerk Christopher Ulswicke to be her eyes and ears. When
four bodies are discovered in a London tavern, their throats
slit, and Margaret herself is suspected of being behind the
crime, it’s up to Ulswicke to prove his mistress’ innocence and
unmask the real killer.
Historical mystery

HC

PBK

TP

$32.99

A VERY MURDEROUS CHRISTMAS
(ANTHOLOGY)
GAYFORD, Cecily (editor)
The Christmas season is one of comfort and joy, sparkling
lights and steam rising from cups of mulled wine at frosty
carol services. A season of goodwill to all men, as families
and friends come together to forget their differences and
celebrate the year together. Unless, of course, you happen
to be harbouring a grudge. Or hiding a guilty secret.
Or you want something so much, you just have to have it –
whatever the cost. Includes writing from Margery Allingham,
Val McDermid, G K Chesterton, Patricia Highsmith,
John Dickson Carr, and others.
Classic festive mysteries

PBK

$19.99

SARAH BLAIR MYSTERIES 01:
ONE TASTE TOO MANY
GOLDSTEIN, Debra H
Married at eighteen, divorced at twenty-eight, Sarah Blair
reluctantly swaps her luxury lifestyle for a cramped studio
apartment and a law firm receptionist job, in the tired
hometown she never left. With nothing much to show for the
last decade but her feisty Siamese cat, RahRah, and some
clumsy domestic skills, she’s the polar opposite of her bubbly
twin, Emily – an ambitious chef determined to take her
culinary ambitions to the top at a local gourmet restaurant…
Sarah knew starting over would be messy. But things fall apart
completely when her ex drops dead, seemingly poisoned by
Emily’s award-winning rhubarb crisp. Now, with RahRah
wanted by the woman who broke up her marriage, and Emily
wanted by the police for murder; Sarah needs to figure
out the right recipe to crack the case, before time runs out.
Unfortunately, for a gal whose idea of good china is floral
paper plates, catching the real killer and living to tell about
it could mean facing a fate worse than death – being in the
kitchen! The first in a series.
Mystery

PBK

$21.95

$44.95

BENJAMIN JANUARY, NEW ORLEANS:
MURDER IN JULY

SOPHIE KIMBALL MYSTERIES 04:
BOTCHED 4 MURDER
Mystery

DETECTIVE ERIKA FOSTER: DEADLY SECRETS
Suspense

PBK

EATON, J C

BROCK, Lynn
Colonel Gore is reunited with old friends at a dinner party
to mark his return from service in Africa, but is shocked
to discover that one of them has fallen victim to a callous
blackmailer. When the antagonist is found dead, Gore finds
that civilian life can be as challenging as anything in the
army, especially when one of your friends may have become
a killer… but which one? This brand-new edition of the first
novel to feature the officer and gentleman detective Colonel
Wickham Gore includes the first-ever reprint of the only
Colonel Gore novella, Too Much Imagination.
Classic mystery

Mystery/suspense

MARGARET BEAUFORT MYSTERIES:
DARK QUEEN RISING

JOE PICKETT: THE DISAPPEARED
Thriller

CALLAGHAN, Helen
Sophia’s parents have lead quiet, unremarkable lives. At least,
that is what she’s always believed. Until the day she arrives at
her childhood home to find her mother hanging from a tree in
the garden. Her father lying in a pool of his own blood, near to
death. The police are convinced it is an attempted murdersuicide. But Sophia is sure that the woman who brought her
up isn’t a killer. To clear her mother’s name, Sophia needs to
delve deep into her family’s past – a past full of dark secrets
she never suspected were there…

$19.99

BLEY, Mikaela
TP

EVERYTHING IS LIES

$32.99

$21.95

ELLEN TAMM: LIV
Mystery/suspense

$19.99

DISHER, Garry
Some people just work better alone. Wyatt’s one of them.
He’s been getting by on nice quiet little burglaries – one-man
jobs – when he gets wind of something bigger. A corporate
crook, notorious Ponzi schemer, set to face court and certain
jail time. He’s about to skip bail the old-fashioned way: on a
luxury yacht with a million dollars in cash. Wyatt thinks it
sounds like something he should get into. He’s not alone.

BLACKMOORE, Stephanie
PBK

PBK

WYATT: KILL SHOT

WEDDING PLANNER MYSTERIES 04:
GOWN WITH THE WIND
Mystery

Thriller

$29.99

Anna hires a private investigator to help her understand her
brother’s motives. As they delve into the events leading up
to her parents’ deaths, Anna uncovers some startling secrets
from her mother’s past…

$21.95

SAFE HOUSES
FESPERMAN, Dan
West Berlin, October 1979. Helen Abell is a young American,
employed by the CIA to oversee a number of safe houses. She
arrives in Berlin, expecting excitement and intrigue, and is
disappointed to find the city a Cold War backwater. But one
night, during a routine house inspection, she stumbles upon
two dark but very different secrets. If made public, they could
damage the careers of high-ranking people with powerful
ambitions. But Helen decides that the price of silence might
be costlier still, so she covertly works to reveal the truth even
as she risks her career. Maryland, August 2014. In a small
farming town, a young man called Willard Shoat gets up one
night and shoots his parents while they are sleeping. His sister

HAMBLY, Barbara
When the body of a mysterious Englishman is found floating
in New Orleans’ New Basin Canal, Benjamin January
uncovers a link to another unsolved murder in Paris nine years
before. Now he must unravel the earlier murder in order to
solve this second killing. At stake are the lives of his wife, son
and unborn child. The first in a new series.
Historical mystery

TP

$29.95

PAPER GHOSTS
HEABERLIN, Julia
Carl Louis Feldman is an old man who was once a celebrated
photographer. That was before he was tried for the murder of
a young woman and acquitted. Before his admission to a care
home for dementia. Now, his daughter has come to see him,
to take him on a trip. Only, she’s not his daughter and, if she
has her way, he’s not coming back… Because Carl’s past has
finally caught up with him. The young woman driving the
car is convinced her passenger is guilty, and that he’s killed
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other young women. Including her sister Rachel. Now, they’re
following the trail of his photographs, his clues, his alleged
crimes. To see if he remembers any of it. Confesses to any of
it. To discover what really happened to Rachel. Has Carl truly
forgotten what he did or is he just pretending? Perhaps, he’s
guilty of nothing and she’s the liar. Either way, in driving him
into the Texan wilderness, she’s taking a terrible risk. For if
Carl really is a serial killer, she’s alone in the most dangerous
place of all…
Suspense

PBK

$19.99

NEWCOMER
HIGASHINO, Keigo
Detective Kyoichiro Kaga of the Tokyo Police Department
has just been transferred to a new precinct in the Nihonbashi
area of Tokyo. Newly arrived, but with a great deal
of experience, Kaga is promptly assigned to the team
investigating the murder of a woman. But the more he
investigates, the greater number of potential suspects emerges.
It isn’t long before it seems nearly all the people living and
working in the business district of Nihonbashi have a motive
for murder. To prevent the murderer from eluding justice,
Kaga must unravel all the secrets surrounding a complicated
life. Buried somewhere in the woman’s past, in her family
history, and the last few days of her life is the clue that will
lead to the murderer. Detective Kyochiro Kaga makes his
first appearance in Malice (PBK, $19.99).
Suspense

TP

$32.99

MERCIA BLAKEWOOD: TRAITOR
HINGLEY, David
Historical mystery

PBK

$19.99

BROUSSARD & FOURCADE: THE BOY
HOAG, Tami
In the sleepy Louisiana town of Bayou Breaux, a mother runs
to her neighbour – bloody and hysterical. The police arrive
to find Genevieve Gauthier cradling her seven-year-old son
in her arms as he bleeds to death. Detective Nick Fourcade
finds no evidence of a break-in. His partner Detective Annie
Broussard is troubled by parts of Genevieve’s story that
don’t make sense. Twenty-four hours later, teenager Nora
Florette is reported missing. Local parents fear a maniac
is preying on their children, and demand answers from
the police. Fourcade and Broussard discover something
shocking about Genevieve’s past. She is both victim and the
accused; a grieving mother and a woman with a deadly secret.
Could she have something to do with the disappearance of
teenager Nora Florette? A sequel to Hoag’s 1997 novel:
A Thin Dark Line (PBK, $19.99).
Thriller

TP

$29.99

LEGACY: THE TALISMAN
(30TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION)
LA PLANTE, Lynda
Thriller

TP

$32.99

THE FERAL DETECTIVE
LETHEM, Jonathan
Phoebe Siegler first meets Charles Heist in a shabby trailer on
the eastern edge of Los Angeles. She’s looking for her friend’s
missing daughter, Arabella, and hires Heist to help. A laconic
loner who keeps his pet opossum in a desk drawer, Heist
intrigues the sarcastic and garrulous Phoebe. Reluctantly,
he agrees to help. The unlikely pair navigate the enclaves of
desert-dwelling vagabonds; and discover that Arabella is in
serious trouble – caught in the middle of a violent standoff that
only Heist, mysteriously, can end. Phoebe’s trip to the desert
was always going to be strange, but it was never supposed to
be dangerous… ‘The Feral Detective investigates our haunted
America in all its contemporary guises – at the edge of the
city, beyond the blank desert, in the apartment next door. It’s
a nimble and uncanny performance, brimming with Lethem’s
trademark verve and wit.’ – Colson Whitehead.
Mystery/suspense

TP

PBK

$19.99

CHICAGO: A NOVEL OF PROHIBITION
MAMET, David
Mike Hodge – veteran of the Great War, big shot of the
Chicago Tribune, medium fry – probably shouldn’t have
fallen in love with Annie Walsh. Then, again, maybe the man
who killed Annie Walsh should have known better than to
trifle with Mike Hodge. Set in mobbed-up 1920s Chicago
– a city where some people knew too much, and where
everyone should have known better – by the Oscar-nominated
screenwriter of The Untouchables.
PBK

$24.99

MAN AT THE WINDOW
JEFFREYS, Robert
When a boarding master at an exclusive boys’ school is shot
dead, it is deemed accidental. A lazy and usually drunk
detective is sent to write up the report. Cardilini unexpectedly
does not cooperate, as he becomes riled by the privileged
arrogance of those at the school. He used to have instincts.
Perhaps, he should follow them, now. With no real evidence,
he declares the shooting a murder and puts himself on a
collision course with the powerful and elite of Perth. As he
peels back layers, the school’s dark secrets being to emerge.
But is his dogged pursuit of justice helping or harming those
most affected by the dead? The first in a new Australian
series, set in 1960s’ Western Australia; perfect for fans of
Jane Harper and Michael Robotham.
Mystery

TP

$29.99

WE CAN SEE YOU
KERNICK, Simon
Thriller

TP

$32.99

GEREON RATH: THE SILENT DEATH
KUTSCHER, Volker
Berlin 1930. Sound film is conquering the big screen, leaving
many by the wayside: producers, cinema owners – and silent
film stars. Investigating the violent on-set death of actress
Betty Winter, Inspector Gereon Rath encounters the dark
side of glamour and an industry in turmoil. When his father
requests that he help his friend, the mayor of Cologne, Konrad
Adenauer, and his ex-girlfriend Charly makes a renewed
attempt at rapprochement, things start to get out of hand.
Trapped in the machinations of rival film producers, he
roams Berlin’s Chinese quarter and the city’s underworld; as
he works ever closer to the edge of legality. Meanwhile, the
funeral of the murdered Horst Wessel leads to clashes between
Nazis and Communists. The sequel to Babylon Berlin (PBK,
$19.99).
Historical mystery

PBK

$19.99

PATRIK HEDSTROM: THE GIRL IN THE WOODS
LÄCKBERG, Camilla
Mystery

PBK

$22.99

RAILWAY DETECTIVE:
A CHRISTMAS RAILWAY MYSTERY
MARSTON, Edward
Historical mystery

PBK

$19.99

TEAHOUSE DETECTIVE:
THE OLD MAN IN THE CORNER (COLLECTION)
ORCZY, Baroness
Mysteries! There is no such thing as a mystery in connection
with any crime, provided intelligence is brought to bear
upon its investigation. So says, a rather down-at-heel elderly
gentleman to young Polly Burton of the Evening Observer,
in the corner of the ABC teashop on Norfolk Street one
afternoon. Once she has forgiven him for distracting her from
her newspaper and luncheon, Miss Burton discovers that her
interlocutor is as brilliantly gifted as he is eccentric – able
to solve mysteries that have made headlines and baffled the
finest minds of the police without once leaving his seat in the
teahouse. As the weeks go by, she listens to him unravelling
the trickiest of puzzles and solving the most notorious of
crimes, but still one final mystery remains: the mystery of the
old man in the corner himself. The Old Man in the Corner
is a classic collection of mysteries featuring the Teahouse
Detective – a contemporary of Sherlock Holmes, with a
brilliant mind and waspish temperament to match that of
Conan Doyle’s creation.
Classic mystery collection

TP

PBK

$19.99

THE OTHER SIDE OF EVERYTHING
OWENS, Lauren Doyle
After her elderly neighbour is murdered, Amy Unger, a
fledgling artist and cancer survivor, takes to the canvas in
an effort to make sense of her neighbour’s death. Painting
helps Amy recover from the devastating illness that ended
her marriage and left her life in ruin. But when her paintings
prove to be too realistic, her neighbours grow suspicious, and
the murderer, still lurking, finds his way to her door. Bernard
White, a widower who has isolated himself for years after a
family scandal, can’t stop thinking about the murder of an
old friend – and what it means for his fellow octogenarians
as the death toll rises. He convinces the neighbourhood’s
geriatric residents to band together to protect one another. But
the Originals, as they are known, can’t live together forever.
As it is, Bernard is pressing his luck with the woman he’s
moved in with. Maddie Lowe is a teenager trying to balance

with the notion that she and Danny might not be twins after
all, that she wasn’t the baby born that day and that there was
more to her mother’s death than she has ever been told… Why
did their beloved au pair flee that day? Where is she, now?
Does she hold the key to what really happened?
Suspense

TP

$29.99

$24.99

A HOUSE OF GHOSTS
INSPECTOR GAMACHE: KINGDOM OF THE BLIND
PENNY, Louise
This fantastic series begins with Still Life (PBK, $19.99).
Mystery

TP

$32.99

THE BIG BOOK OF CHRISTMAS MYSTERIES
PENZLER, Otto (editor)
From Victorian detective stories to modern mysteries, police
procedurals to pulp fiction, comic gems to cosy crime, there’s
something for every festive mood in this must-read collection
starring sixty of the world’s favourite detectives.
Mystery anthology

HC

Historical mystery

PBK

$21.95

$21.95

MAIGRET AND THE GHOST

THE LISTENERS

SIMENON, Georges

QUINN, Anthony J
Not long out of the fast-track training course at Edinburgh’s
police college, Detective Sergeant Carla Herron is about to
be tested to breaking point. She’s been called to Deepwell
psychiatric hospital in the Scottish borders to interview
a patient who has confessed to the murder of one of the
hospital’s psychotherapists. The confession is vividly detailed,
but for a man locked in a secure ward and under 24-hour
surveillance, it is also utterly impossible. So, why can’t the
supposedly-murdered psychotherapist be contacted? Why
are the hospital staff so secretive, so difficult to work with?
Why have other Deepwell patients made disturbingly similar
confessions over the past year? Against the advice of her
superiors, Carla delves deeper into the hospital’s past and is
plunged into a labyrinth of jealousies, lies and hallucinations.
Struggling to separate fact from fantasy, Carla embarks on
a chilling trail through the bleak uplands and dark forests of
the Scottish borders, every step taking her closer to a final –
deadly – reckoning.

Maigret

Suspense

THOMSON, Lesley

TP

$29.99

HOMESICK
RAABE, Marc
He thought he’d escaped his past. He was wrong… Jesse Berg
is a successful paediatrician. Newly divorced, he spends his
time caring for his young daughter, Isa. But Jesse has secrets
in his past. Things he doesn’t talk about. When Jesse’s ex-wife
is murdered and his daughter abducted, his life spirals out of
control. At the scene of the murder there is a message left for
him. A message that makes it clear that he was the intended
target of the attack. Jesse would do anything to find Isa, and as
a long-forgotten debt comes to light, he realises he must do the
one thing he never wanted to do: go back to his past, and back
to his old home. A place that almost killed him. A place where
he learned to fight back…
PBK

PBK

$16.99

LULLABY
SLIMANI, Leila
When Myriam, a French-Moroccan lawyer, decides to return
to work after having children, she and her husband look for
the perfect caretaker for their two young children. They never
dreamed they would find Louise: a quiet, polite and devoted
woman who sings to their children, cleans the family’s chic
apartment in Paris’ upscale tenth arrondissement, stays late
without complaint and is able to host enviable birthday parties.
The couple and nanny become more dependent on each other.
But as jealousy, resentment and suspicions increase, Myriam
and Paul’s idyllic tableau is shattered…
Thriller

PBK

$19.99

DETECTIVE’S DAUGHTER: THE DEATH CHAMBER
Mystery

Thriller

$29.99

SHELTON, Paige
Mystery

PBK

TP

SCOTTISH BOOKSHOP MYSTERIES 03:
LOST BOOKS AND OLD BONES

PRESSEY, Rose
Mystery

RYAN, W C
Winter 1917. As the First World War enters its most brutal
phase, back home in England, everyone is seeking answers to
the darkness that has seeped into their lives. At Blackwater
Abbey, on an island off the Devon coast, Lord Highmount has
arranged a spiritualist gathering, to contact his two sons who
were lost in the conflict. But as his guests begin to arrive, it
gradually becomes clear that each has something they would
rather keep hidden. Then, when a storm descends on the
island, the guests will find themselves trapped. Soon, one of
their number will die. For Blackwater Abbey is haunted in
more ways than one…

$49.99

HAUNTED VINTAGE MYSTERIES 07:
FASHIONS FADE, HAUNTED IS ETERNAL

MACBRIDE, Stuart
Revenge is a dangerous thing… Detective Chief Inspector
Roberta Steel got caught fitting up Jack Wallace – that’s why
they demoted her and quashed his sentence. Now he’s back
on the streets and women are being attacked again. Wallace
has to be responsible, but if Detective Sergeant Steel goes
anywhere near him, his lawyers will get her thrown off the
force for good. The Powers That Be won’t listen to her, not
after what happened last time. According to them, she’s got
more than enough ongoing cases to keep her busy. Perhaps,
she could try solving a few instead of harassing an innocent
man? Steel knows Wallace is guilty. And the longer he gets
away with it, the more women will suffer. The question is:
how much is she willing to sacrifice, to stop him?

Historical suspense

Thriller

$29.99

NOW WE ARE DEAD

Mystery

her waitressing job and keeping her family intact after the
disappearance of her mother, even as their neighbourhood
becomes more dangerous by the second. She has information
crucial to solving the crime. But she doesn’t realise it–until
it’s almost too late. Their paths converge around the killer
terrorising their neighbourhood and they are all faced with a
life – or death – decision…

(continued)

PBK

$19.99

ANATOMY OF A SCANDAL
VAUGHAN, Sarah
A high-profile marriage thrust into the spotlight. A wife,
determined to keep her family safe, must face a prosecutor
who believes justice has been a long time coming. A scandal
that will rock Westminster. And the women caught at the
heart of it. Sophie is sure her husband, James, is innocent
and desperately hopes to protect her precious family from
the lies which might ruin them. Kate is the barrister who will
prosecute the case – she is equally certain that James is guilty
and determined he will pay for his crimes.
Suspense

PBK

$19.99

$19.99

JESS CASTLE AND THE EYEBALLS OF DEATH
A SPOT OF FOLLY: TEN AND A QUARTER
NEW TALES OF MURDER AND MAYHEM
RENDELL, Ruth
These are ten (and a quarter) of Rendell’s most chillingly
compelling short stories, collected here together for the first
time. Atmospheric, gripping and never predictable, this is
Ruth Rendell at her inimitable best; with an introduction by
Sophie Hannah. Now in paperback.
Mystery collection

PBK

$19.99

EVE CLAY: KILLING TIME
ROBERTS, Mark
Mystery

PBK

$19.99

MAINE CLAMBAKE MYSTERIES 07:
STEAMED OPEN

VINCENT, M B
Jess Castle is running away. Again. This time, she’s running
back home, like she swore she never would. Castle Kidbury,
like all small towns, hums with gossip but now it’s plagued
with murder of the most gruesome kind. Jess instinctively
believes that the hippy-ish cult, camped out on the edge of
town, is not responsible for the spate of crucifixions that
blights the pretty landscape. Her father, a respected judge,
despairs of Jess as she infiltrates the cult and manages, not
for the first time, to get herself arrested. Rupert Lawson –
a school-days’ crush, who’s now a barrister – bails her out.
Jess ropes in a reluctant Rupert; as she gate-crashes the
murder investigation of DS Eden. A by-the-book copper,
Eden has to admit that intuitive, eccentric Jess has the nose
of a detective. As the gory murders pile up, there’s nothing
to connect the victims. And, yet, the clues are there if you
look hard enough. Perfect for fans of M C Beaton, this is the
first in a series.
Mystery

PBK

$19.99

ROSS, Barbara
Mystery

PBK

$21.95

THE AU PAIR
ROUS, Emma
Seraphine Mayes and her brother Danny are known as the
summer-born Summerbournes: the first set of summer twins
to be born at Summerbourne House. But on the day they were
born their mother threw herself to her death, their au pair fled,
and the village thrilled with whispers of dark-cloaked figures
and a stolen baby. Now, twenty-five, and mourning the recent
death of her father, Seraphine uncovers a family photograph
taken on the day the twins were born featuring both parents
posing with just one baby. Seraphine soon becomes fixated

DETECTIVE CLUB: MURDER IN THE BOOKSHOP
WELLS, Carolyn
When Philip Balfour is found murdered in a New York
bookstore, the number one suspect is his librarian, a man who
has coveted Balfour’s widow. But when the police discover
that a book worth $100,000 is missing, detective Fleming
Stone realises that some people covet rare volumes even more
highly than other men’s wives, and embarks on one of his
most dangerous investigations. This edition includes a bonus
murder story: ‘The Shakespeare Title-Page Mystery’.
Classic mystery

HC

$22.99

